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The Bookof the Dead was once a series of spells and illustrations written on a

papyrusroll. The papyrus roll used to be put inner a hollow statue, or once in 

a whilewrapped within the mummy wrappings, and placed in the tomb with 

all thedifferent things which the dead man or woman would want for the 

afterlife. The spells and illustrations in the Book of theDead gave a dead man

or woman the knowledge and strength they wanted to tripsafely through the 

risks of the netherworld (a place the lifeless went at onceafter death). They 

additionally spoke of the final purpose of each historicalEgyptian – eternal 

life. 

The Book of the Dead advised the dead individualabout the panorama of the 

netherworld which they would ride through, the godsand opposed creatures 

they would meet and the critical ‘ weighing of the heart’judgement to decide

if the lifeless person was once allowed into the afterlife. The day of burial 

used to be when the lifelesscharacter was once idea to pass from the world 

of the living to the world ofthe dead. The Book of the Dead suggests the 

ceremonies that took location atthe funeral of a rich Egyptian. This protected

the crucial ‘ Opening of theMouth’ ceremony when the priests touched the 

mouth and eyes of the mummy withritual equipment so that it may want to 

see and breathe, hence symbolically bringingit again to life. While the dead 

person travelled as a spirit (ba)via the netherworld their preserved body 

(mummy) remained in the tomb. 

Thelifeless person’s body (the mummy) had to be kept secure so that their 

spirit(ba) should reunite with their physique ready for the ideal afterlife. The 

dead character travelled through a panoramawith paths, rivers, mountains, 

caves, lakes and fields. On this trip they wentthrough many gates and doors 
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which had been guarded via gods. The deceased, inspirit form, had to 

journey via the world of the dead. The netherworld wasthinking to be below 

the earth (occasionally it was once viewed to be in thesky). Known as the 

Duat, it used to be considered as a mysterious place, andwas in no way 

mapped or described in a steady manner. 

The lifeless individualought to tour on foot, by using boat or through the air, 

in one of a kindbodily forms. The Book of the Dead contained records about 

facets and beings inthe netherworld which include gateways, caverns and 

mounds, watched over bymeans of extraordinary gods who had to be 

pacified. Safe passage could solelybe guaranteed with the sacred 

understanding contained in the spells. Some spells gave the lifeless 

individual theelectricity to manipulate their body and keep it safe. Some 

spells allowed thedead character to turn into exceptional animals making it 

easier to tourthrough the netherworld. Some spells gave the lifeless 

character records whichthey would want to repeat at sure points on their 

journey. Some spells gave thedead man or woman safety in opposition to 

adversarial creatures. 

The gods judged how the lifeless character hadled their lifestyles to figure 

out if they deserved to be given eternalexistence and enter the afterlife. The 

lifeless person’s coronary heart wasonce weighed on a set of scales towards 

the feather of truth. If the scalesshowed the lifeless character was free from 

evil, they have been declared ‘ trueof voice’ and admitted to the afterlife. If 

not, their coronary heart would beeaten with the aid of the ‘ Devourer’ 

monster and they would stop to exist –forever. The perfect afterlife ought to 

be unique fordifferent people. 
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The lifeless man or woman might be part of the gods –worshipping Osiris or 

journeying with the sun god Ra. Or they would possiblyenter a pastoral 

paradise regarded as the Field of Reeds – a landscape likethat of Egypt, with 

waterways to sail on and fields crammed with vegetation toensure that the 

lifeless in no way went hungryScribes and painters wrote out and 

illustratedthe Book of the Dead papyrus rolls. Sometimes most of the roll was

alreadywritten and the tomb owner just had their own name and photo 

brought in. The Book of the Dead, used for about 1, 500years, is section of a 

way of life of imparting spiritual texts for the dead. The earliest of these 

texts are determined in Old Kingdom (about 2686–2181 BC)pyramids and 

were supposed for dead kings. Over time texts for the lifelessgrew to 

become accessible to different individuals of the royal family, noblesand the 

middle classes. At first texts had been written on tomb walls. 

Laterfrom about 2050 to 1750 BC they were carved on to coffins. The Book 

of the Deaddeveloped from these coffin texts and has been found on coffins, 

shrouds, papyri and bandages. The most difficult Books of the Dead were 

made at somepoint of the New Kingdom length (about 1550–1069 BC). It 

ultimately stoppedbeing used as a funerary text in the first century BC. 

Today specialists study the Book of the Dead. They reconstruct fragments of 

papyri so that they can study them. Sometimesthey discover portions from 

the identical papyrus roll in extraordinarymuseums. This gives museums new

information. 

They work out what the ancientEgyptian concept occurred to a person when 

they died. Conservators seem afterthese fragile objects. The Book of the 

Dead created for the historicalEgyptian Nesitanebisheru is one of the biggest
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surviving complete rolls. In theearly 1900s it used to be cut into ninety six 

separate sheets to make it lessdifficult to study, keep and display. Today it is

now and again known as theGreenfield Papyrus after Edith Mary Greenfield 

who donated the roll to theBritish Museum. The day of burial marked the 

transition of thelifeless person from the world of the dwelling to that of the 

dead. The deadperson’s mummified physique was then taken to the tomb 

accompanied byparticipants of the family, mourners, and servants bringing 

grave goods. Outside the tomb the Opening of the Mouth ceremony used to 

be performed to symbolicallycarry the body back to lifestyles so that it ought

to reunite with the spirit, the ba. 

The mummy was then positioned in coffins and sealed interior the 

burialchamber of the tomb. When the mummy was positioned in the burial 

chamber it wasonce in no way to be considered again, however the 

relationship between theresiding and the lifeless went on. The spouse and 

children of the deceasedmaintained a cult at the tomb, sustaining the ka 

spirit with ordinary presentsof meals and drink. 

The tomb comprised a chapel for the cult of thelifeless and a sealed burial 

chamber for the mummy. The mummified physique wasindispensable as the 

physical base to which the person’s spirit returned. Although the physique 

had been preserved with the aid of mummification, it wasnonetheless 

susceptible to attack by way of hostile forces. The mummy wascovered from 

these with written spells, effective snap shots of gods andmagical objects 

that had been positioned round the mummy and on the coffinitself. Small 

amulets, or charms, had been positioned on and beneath thewrappings of 
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the mummy, giving the dead person a vary of powers and protection. Spells 

in the Book of the Dead describe these powers given to the deceased. 

The biggest take a look at which the dead personconfronted was the 

judgement in the Hall of the Two Truths. Here the godsreviewed the lifeless 

person’s behaviour all through their life, to figure outwhether or no longer 

they deserved to enter the afterlife. First the lifelessman or woman 

addressed 42 deities by using name, declaring to every that theyhave been 

innocent of a particular offence such as theft or telling lies. Theancient 

Egyptians believed the heart was once the centre of a person’s beingand the

region of their mind, so next the lifeless person’s coronary heart wasweighed

in opposition to an photograph of Maat, the embodiment of order, properand 

truth. The coronary heart ought to communicate and so spells ensured thatit 

did no longer expose any damning records about its owner. 

A ideal balanceindicated a existence well spent; the god Thoth lower back 

the heart to itsproprietor and declared them ‘ true of voice’ earlier than they 

had beenwelcomed to paradise by the god Osiris. If the coronary heart was 

heavier thanMaat, its owner was once condemned, their heart eaten through

the vast Devourerand their existence ended. All copies of the Book of the 

Dead show a successfuloutcome. Different versions of the Book of the 

Deadcontain unique thoughts about the afterlife. One view was once that the

mummywould stay resting in the tomb, in the underworld realm of Osiris. In 

contrast, the ba spirit had the freedom to leave the physique every day. 

The ba shouldrevisit the world of the living, or journey with the solar god Ra 

in his boat. This intended the lifeless ought to share Ra’s rebirth every dawn 
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and return tothe tomb every night. Another view used to be that the lifeless 

man or womanwould exist in a area of paradise, the Field of Reeds. This used

to be depictedin the Book of the Dead as a ideal Egypt – lush, well-watered, 

fertile withconsiderable crops. 

This used to be a best version of Egypt and it is describedin the Book of the 

Dead as the most ideal option. 
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